To,

1-Director (Medical) Delhi
2-Director (Medical) Noida
3-All Medical Superintendents of ESIC Hospitals /SSMC/SMC.

Subject- Change of uniform pattern of Nursing Personnel of all ESIC Hospital regarding.

Sir/Madam

It is informed that the competent authority has approved the following Uniform pattern for Nursing Personnel working at ESIC Hospitals w.e.f. 1.9.15:-

1-Female (S/N & Sr./S/N) - Suit or Saree in camel color (In winter-Maroon pullover).

2-Male (S/N & Sr./S/N) - Shirt in camel colour & Black pant.

3-Female (N/S & N.F.A.N.S) - Onion colour Saree/Blouse/Suit (In winter-Dark onion colour pullover).

4-Male (N/S & N.F.A.N.S.)- Onion shirt & black pant.

5-Female (A.N.S'/D.S.)- Purple colour Saree/Blouse/Suit (In winter-dark purple colour pullover).

6-Male (A.N.S/D.N.S) - purple shirt & black pant.

It is requested to bring the contents of letter to the knowledge of all concerned.

Yours faithfully,

(Neeraj Sharma)
Dy. Director (Med.)

Copy to-

1- Secretary General, All India ESIC Nurses Federation, ESIC Model Hospital Cum ODC, Andheri (E), Mumbai-400093 for information.

2- W.C.M. , PR Branch , with request to upload the same on the official website of ESIC.